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Speak2Dial enables you to guide callers to the person, branch or department

they want to talk to by simply speaking the name.

 

Most customers want to talk directly to someone they already know, or get

through to the right office or department, first time. More often than not,

they don't know the extension or DDI. 

 

Having direct and quick access to employees improves efficiency for your

business, and a best caller experience.

 

We can fully integrate Speak2Dial with the leading telephony systems,

allowing businesses to seamlessly move callers from self-service interaction

to assisted, live agents as needed, without loss of context.

 

In this guide we'll talk you through the key benefits of Speak2Dial and

why it's great for all businesses.
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S A V E

Y O U R

B U S I N E S S

T I M E  A N D

C O S T S .

Speak2Dial removes the need for costly live Agents in receptionist or

operator roles that provide little financial gain. Redeploying these Agents to

a front line or a high value role. This is a great way to increase employee

morale and make them feel more valued within your business. 

 

Most customers calling your business want to talk directly to somebody they

already know, or get through to the right department first time. Very often,

these customers don't know the specific extension or DDI.

 

Providing a transfer service to callers, connecting them to their desired

person or department by just speaking their name, will reduce your call

queues, and improve productivity, and no need for DDI, which will save you

costs as it reduces licensing charges.

 

Also, with a single telephone number for your business, Speak2Dial can

transfer calls to your employees, regardless of where they are in the World. 

 

Speak2Dial makes sure no one in your business misses a call,and our self-

service solutions are available in 72 languages,, removing the language

issues and loss of communicaton. 
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D I R E C T

C O N T A C T ,

A L W A Y S .

Multiple numbers can be added for each office, department or

employee, and even mobile numbers, handy for out of hours

procedures and travelling roles. 

 

If the main number isn't answered, the alternative number will

ring. Calls can also be transferred to colleagues if the intended

person is off sick or on vacation also. Make this even easier for

you, and we can integrate into your HR system so no manual

work is required at all.

 

The process can be advanced further by integrating our self-

service app, RingBack. If the desired person the customer wants

to speak to is only who they will speak to, the customer can have

the option of receiving a call back as soon as they're available.

This automated feature notifies the correct person and places an

outbound call to the customer.

 

Speak2Dial makes sure your customers always get to speak to

who they want, creating increase satisfaction and a value added

service.
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S E T  V I P

C A L L E R S  &

K E E P  Y O U R

L I N E S  F R E E

F R O M  P E S K Y

C A L L S !

Wouldn't it be great to know who is your priority caller and which

ones are nuisance?

 

Speak2Dial enables VIP or priority numbers to be flagged, to

ensure the most important callers can be answered as soon as

possible, by the correct person or department. When they call

Speak2Dial will recognise their number and automatically by-pass

the menu, routing them to where they want to go.

 

The solution is highly intelligent and can detect frequent numbers

and transfer them directly to their usual person or department,

making your customers happy and issues resolved sooner.

 

Nuisance callers or with-held numbers can be automatically

barred and the call is dropped before it's even answered. 

 

This removes the pesky calls and keeps lines free for your

customers, all without affecting your call handling statistics.
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E A S Y  

T O  M A I N T A I N ,

N O  S Y S T E M

D O W N T I M E .

We make it easy for you, with your very own administration tool,

built into Speak2Dial, so adjustments can be made in seconds,

by anyone in your business with the right access levels.

 

No developer skills needed. Handy when colleagues join your

business, change their name, or leave. Easily accessed via a

secure web portal ensures easy access and in-house

maintenance. All done without any system downtime. 

 

Don't just stop there, integrate some of our Enhancements such

as wallboards into the mix. Wallboards are great for displaying

real-time, visual info  to your staff, such as Call volumes, Agent

Activities and channel performance, so your call centre is

performing to optimum, always, and you get everything your

business needs.
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We hope this short guide gives you some insight into

Speak2Dial and how you can use it within your business.

 

If you need help - or simply don't know where to begin,

we'd be more than happy to help. Give us a call or drop

Maxine an email.
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ABOU T  US

CA L L  US  0 3 3 3  5 6 6  0000  OR  EMA I L

MAX I N E @ MAXNE T . CO . UK

We develop automated, self-service solutions. Technology that

makes life easier for your agents and customers. Self-service

applications that enable businesses to reduce customer service

costs through automation, across all channels - voice, chat,

sms.

 

From IVA, IVR, chatbots and voice assistants to biometrics, our

solutions allow businesses to create customer experiences that

exceed expectations at all levels. Our dedicated in-house

development team are experts in automated, self-learning AI

technologies that help businesses perform better. In the Cloud,

on-premises: any way our clients want it.

 

We deploy our solutions around the World, with a local

approach, a personal touch. And support our global clients in

exactly the same way, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

 

LET'S CONNECT CALL US ON 0333 566 0000


